


Derivatives and Integration:

Math reminder: Integration



Probability Theory 

Apples and Oranges 



Probability Theory 

 

•Marginal Probability 

 

 

 

 

•Conditional Probability 

Joint Probability 
 



Probability Theory 

•Sum Rule 

 

 

 

Product Rule 
 



The Rules of Probability 

 

• Sum Rule 

 
• Product Rule 



Bayes’ Theorem 

posterior  likelihood × prior 
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Example: Gaussian distribution

standard deviation

variance

mean



Probability Densities 
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What we had so far

Sensory Stimuli
(including rewards)

Behavioral Response
(decisions, actions, etc)

Organism
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What we had so far

Sensory Stimuli
(including rewards)

Behavioral Response
(actions, decisions, etc)

Model:

- Rescorla-Wagner
- Reinforcement Learning
- Bayesian Models etc.

Organism

conditional 
probability!
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What we want now

Sensory Stimuli
(including rewards)

Behavioral Response
(decisions, actions, etc)

Organism

Neural activities:



Activity in the brain



fMRI = functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging

fMRI (non-invasive)

record activity in the whole brain (!)

activity = BOLD (Blood-oxgyen-level dependent signal)

averages over millions of neurons, slow time course

signal is noisy

+
-

-

-
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Microscope Imaging (invasive)

Calcium imaging

single cell resolution of activity of hundreds of neurons (!)

no single spike resolution

signal is noisy

difÞcult to record in vivo

+
-

-

-



Microscope Imaging (invasive)

Voltage-sensitive dyes

single cell resolution of hundreds of neurons (!)

dyes affect tissue

signal is noisy

difÞcult to do in vivo recordings

+
-

-

-
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Electrode Recordings (invasive)

One electrode / several electrodes (extracellular)

can measure spike train activity of single cells

only a few cells at a time, only indirect identiÞcation

sampling bias towards active neurons

+
-

-
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Electrode Recordings (invasive)

One electrode (intracellular)

can measure intracellular activity of single cells

only one cell at a time

sampling bias towards large cells

very difÞcult in vivo

+
-

-

-
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Electrode Recordings (invasive)

Tetrodes (extracellular)

can measure spike train activity of 10-100 cells

only indirect cell identiÞcation

elaborate spike sorting required

+
-

-
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Electrode Recordings (invasive)

Electrode arrays (extracellular)

can measure spike train activity of 100s of cells

only indirect cell identiÞcation

can only record at the brain surface

+
-

-

time
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Example: Classical Conditioning

foodsound

tr
a

in
in

g

salivation

Neural activities:

stimulus
reward

salivation

activity of single neurons in 
the dopaminergic system



before training:

prediction error

TD-learning: prediction error

reward

stimulus

after training:

prediction error

reward

stimulus

prediction error

reward

stimulus

unpredictable 

timing

unpredictable 
timing



Schultz, Dayan, Montague, Science 1997

Activity of dopamine neurons

Behavior:
Classical Conditioning



ÒSensoryÓ processing

Sensory Stimuli
(including rewards)

Organism

Neural activities:



Neural Encoding

Sensory Stimuli Neural Responses

neural
system

conditional probability!

Encoding: given a stimulus, what will the neural response be?



Neural Encoding

Sensory Stimuli Neural Responses

neural
system

conditional probability!

Encoding: given a stimulus, what will the neural response be?

so
on to

 c
om

e ..
.



Neural Decoding

Sensory Stimuli Neural Responses

neural
system

Decoding: given a neural response, what was the stimulus? 

conditional probability!























Cat retinal ganglion cell

Barlow et al (1971)

Based on the output of this cell,
what would an ideal observer decide?
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Neural Decoding

Sensory Stimuli Neural Responses

neural
system

Decoding: given a neural response, what was the stimulus? 

conditional probability!


















